Data Analyst
Admiral Group Plc, Cardiff, GB

Apply
As a Data Analyst, you will assist in the design, implementation and testing of a variety of key business processes and ongoing support. As well as working on exciting new products, you will also be performing analysis on huge data sets to improve our abilities around customer scoring, customer interaction, and product development.

Main Duties

- Technical delivery – to prioritise, schedule and deliver a quality service for the various supported services and systems following the submission by our business users
- Production process management – ensuring that all processes are carried out effectively – paying attention to those that directly impact the service to the business
- Analyse and interpret driving data for reporting purposes
- Build knowledge of the data held and its structure, as well as the systems in which it is held
- Timely delivery of regular and ad hoc reports
- Liaise with teams around the Business and Operations teams to establish new processes and deliver these efficiently and accurately
- Design, provide support and execute test plans for new products and data applications
- Develop ways to enhance our data quality checks
- Identifying data efficiencies and optimisation

This is not a full definition of the role but covers the main aspects and drivers for success.

Experience And Qualifications Required

- Graduate level with a numerical, scientific or IT background
- Experience with an analytical software package (SAS and SQL skills preferred but not essential) and a keen interest in analysis and programming
- Ability to present findings to a non-technical audience
- Good understanding of database structures
- Ability to handle multiple tasks and creatively approach situations
- Flexible approach, highly motivated and willing to contribute to areas outside direct responsibilities

https://www.statsjobs.com/job/data-analyst-18/